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Junior User
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#16

Join Date: Jun 2017
Location: Woodbury CT
Posts: 65

I just cannot stop thinking about what these idiots did to your truck. I've sent the link of what
they did to probably 10 people - how do they let something like that out the door

07-18-2017, 03:20 PM

Sir Kayakalot

#17
Join Date: Apr 2016
Location: Mountainburg AR
Posts: 261

Senior User

There's obviously multiple players at fault. The installers for sure don't know what the hell
they are doing and shouldn't even be allowed to change oil on a vehicle, let alone do lift kit
installations. But I'm laying this on the owner of the business. He should either be personally
looking at these vehicles when they are finished to verify that everything is done correctly or
having someone designated to do just that. He (owner) obviously doesn't give a crap and
needs to be shut down. As far as lift kit installations go that is a very easy and
straightforward lift to put on. I can't imagine how bad they have screwed up some of the
more complicated lifts.
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redford

#18
Join Date: Sep 2000
Location: Stephensville WI
Posts: 18,494

Moderator

Reminder - legal discussion is against the FTE guidelines. Don't go down that road, please.
__________________

2007 F-250 Super Cab Short Bed 4x4 XLT Sport Package 5.4L 3.73LS Tow Command
Stuart
Retired Master Sergeant
FTE Guidelines
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Sir Kayakalot

#19
Join Date: Apr 2016
Location: Mountainburg AR
Posts: 261

Senior User

Good grief, at least let me make an infraction before you slap my hand.
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#20

The Nissan
ROGUE®

Pocketlint

Join Date: Sep 2013
Location: Edmonton, AB
Posts: 964

Elder User

Quote:

Originally Posted by Sir Kayakalot
There's obviously multiple players at fault. The installers for sure don't know what the
hell they are doing and shouldn't even be allowed to change oil on a vehicle, let alone
do lift kit installations. But I'm laying this on the owner of the business. He should
either be personally looking at these vehicles when they are finished to verify that
everything is done correctly or having someone designated to do just that. He
(owner) obviously doesn't give a crap and needs to be shut down. As far as lift kit
installations go that is a very easy and straightforward lift to put on. I can't imagine
how bad they have screwed up some of the more complicated lifts.

You know I too was wondering why no one checked to make sure things were tight and all
was installed. I would agree quality control went out the window here. One thing I find odd is
didnt these guys at this shop take this truck out for a road test to make sure everything was
okay?
Most if not all places when they are doing major work like this will road test the vehicle to
make sure everything is riding right and performing and nothing is out of whack, but one
would think that if someone road tested this they had to of felt something wasnt right.
Let's say all seemed well on the road test, they didnt bring it back to the shop and have one
more look at it on the hoist to make sure all was well and so they could sign off and say
done?
Either someone missed the quality checks or they had the kid cleans the shop doing installs,
somewhere there was a huge failure on this install.
I sure hope the OP isnt out 20k to fix it all, especially after laying out almost 5 k to get this
stuff installed the first go round
__________________

If you can't find love, there is always your Ford!
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redford
Moderator

#21
Join Date: Sep 2000
Location: Stephensville WI
Posts: 18,494

Quote:

Originally Posted by Sir Kayakalot
Good grief, at least let me make an infraction before you slap my hand.
No one has committed a hand slapping violation. I would just rather keep it that way.
__________________

2007 F-250 Super Cab Short Bed 4x4 XLT Sport Package 5.4L 3.73LS Tow Command
Stuart
Retired Master Sergeant
FTE Guidelines
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82_F100_300Six

#22
Join Date: Jun 2008
Posts: 1,192

Posting Guru

My advice: cease and desist smear campaign. Take down website et all. Remove their name
from your vocabulary. Get your truck fixed. Move on.

07-18-2017, 06:43 PM

TruckLord

#23
Join Date: Jul 2017
Posts: 1

New User
Scam Artist

David Bates is a terrible scam artist with a huge track record of shady deals involving check
fraud, social security theft, and doing things like this to pretty much any business he works
at. Just Google his name from Oak Creek and you will see plenty of people confirming my
claims. Defently a dead beat of society.
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Sir Kayakalot

#24
Join Date: Apr 2016
Location: Mountainburg AR
Posts: 261

Senior User

OMG! Now the plot thickens! Hmmmmm this is an interesting turn of events to say the least.
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#25

Tofan

Join Date: Aug 2013
Location: Louisiana
Posts: 1,177

Posting Guru

Not to add fuel to the fire, but it looks like David has been down this road before.....
Car Pro Dealership Sues Disgruntled Customer - Car Pro News - Car Pro
__________________
Matt
-2004 F350 CCLB XL 6.0 Powerstroke 6 Speed Manual 4WD 3.73 LS- EGR Delete, FICMRepair
FICM
SOLD 2013 F350 SRW XLT 4x4 3.31 ELD Crew Cab Short Bed 6.7 Tuxedo Black Metallic - H &
S, 5" Flo Pro, Dual Zone Climate Control Heated n Cooled Seats, TSP Toolbox.

07-18-2017, 11:33 PM

Mike189677

#26
Join Date: Jan 2012
Posts: 1,270

Posting Guru
Quote:

Originally Posted by TruckLord
David Bates is a terrible scam artist with a huge track record of shady deals involving
check fraud, social security theft, and doing things like this to pretty much any
business he works at. Just Google his name from Oak Creek and you will see plenty of
people confirming my claims. Defently a dead beat of society.
He maybe and I don't care but someone still installed that crap on his truck and if it was you
or your shop you deserve every bit of bad press and loss of business that comes form it in
fact you have no right to be in business if that's how your shop operates. You never should
have let the truck leave your property till it was right. If you or your shop didn't touch the
truck good luck dealing with this whack job who for some reason says you did the work.
__________________

2004 FORD F-250 CCSB V10 FX4 4" Lift Bilstein 5100's 33's
on 12 Wides Dual Stabilizers Harley Headlights Warn Premiums Line-X Scangauge II SCT 5
Star Tune K&N Intake SPD Y-Pipe Sony Double Din Infinity Speakers 2 Memphis 10's Smoked
L.E.D. 3rd Brake Light L.E.D Cube Reverse Lights Airlift AirBags Custom Traction Bars Vent
Shades Tonneau Cover L.E.D. Interior Lights Remote Start
Sold 2004 F-250 SCSB FX4

07-19-2017, 02:47 AM

#27

Pocketlint

Join Date: Sep 2013
Location: Edmonton, AB
Posts: 964

Elder User

and things just took a sharp left...
__________________

If you can't find love, there is always your Ford!
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varminthunter243
Senior User

#28
Join Date: Jul 2014
Location: Bloomfield, NM
Posts: 331

Quote:

Originally Posted by Pocketlint
and things just took a sharp left...
yeah I'm gonna get some popcorn and beer ready for this one haha

07-19-2017, 07:58 AM

#29
Join Date: Apr 2016
Posts: 18

jkhuntin
New User

If the job was indeed done in the manner that the OP described it is horrible work. That being
said go back and look at his video, he says that the truck was delivered to him by extreme
customs. How many of us would except delivery of a truck with the steering wheel cocked 45
degrees to the left and not asked some very serious questions? This is gonna get interesting.

07-19-2017, 11:44 AM

Chuck-B
Junior User

Quote:

Originally Posted by jkhuntin

#30
Join Date: Jun 2017
Location: Woodbury CT
Posts: 65

If the job was indeed done in the manner that the OP described it is horrible work.
That being said go back and look at his video, he says that the truck was delivered to
him by extreme customs. How many of us would except delivery of a truck with the
steering wheel cocked 45 degrees to the left and not asked some very serious
questions? This is gonna get interesting.
Good point on the steering wheel, I've driven out of the Ford Dealership, the check engine
light came on, at the next intersection turned around and went back. However - I think the
more telling evidence is the way the read rend shifted to the right. Yeah you can loosen a nut
on a shock and take a video, or take a picture of your steering wheel crooked, but shifting
your rear end to the right 4 inches, that takes effort.
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